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1 Introduction
In this task smart connectors will be developed to limit the actual renovation time on site.
Modular renovation elements will be ‘plug & play’.
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide overview of existing connectors available on
the market and evaluate them in the context of smart connectors, which could be used for
connections of modular elements developed in T2.2.
The types of connectors, that are needed for the modular renovation system are:
 Mechanical connectors
 Airtight connections
 Hydraulic and ductwork connectors
 Electric and ICT connectors
The overview of available solutions is summarized in the following sections. Besides the
basic technical parameters, the connectors have to fulfil fire safety requirements; this
problematic is summarized in the last section of this deliverable.
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2 Mechanical connectors
The main purpose of these connectors is fixing the panel to the substructure. Substructure
is considered a main supporting structure of the object. Connectors ensure a tight
connection that can withstand the expected load. It must also ensure rectification uneven
surfaces and speed of assembly.

2.1 Requirements
2.1.1 Mechanical resistance and stability
Mechanical resistance and stability must be designed in accordance with valid standards
and regulations. These are standards EN 1990, EN 1991, EN 1992, EN 1993, EN 1995,
EN1996, ETAGs, etc.:
EN 1990 – Eurocode: Basis of structural design
EN 1990 is used for the design of buildings and civil engineering together with EN 1991
and EN 1999. This European standard EN 1990 including the National Annexes can also
be used for design buildings that are beyond the scope of EN 1990 and EN 1999 (for
determination of other types of loads, to design an atypical shape or size, for the use of
new materials).
Eurocode contains especially:
-

Basic requirements that must be met when designing buildings. To explain in detail
the guidelines, under which it is possible to achieve the desired level of reliability of
structures

-

Basis of structural design according to ultimate limit states and service limits states

-

Information, how to determine the characteristic and design loads, material
properties and geometrical data

-

structural analysis and design assisted by testing

-

Verification by the partial factor method procedures for determining design values
of loads in buildings

EN 1991-1-1 – Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-1: General actions Densities, self-weight, imposed loads for buildings
EN 1991 explains the basic procedures for determining common types of loads civil
engineering and their effect on the construction of buildings and civil engineering.
EN 1991-1-2 - Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-2: General actions Actions on structures exposed to fire
EN 1991-1-3 - Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-3: General actions - Snow
loads
EN 1991-1-4 - Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-4: General actions - Wind
loads
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Table 2.1

Recommended values of external pressure coefficients for vertical walls of
buildings with a rectangular ground plan

Region

Ground plan
e = MIN [b, 2h]
b - dimension perpendicular to the wind direction

Side view

wind

wind

wind
Side
view

Side view

Side view

wind

wind

wind

wind

EN 1991-1-5 - Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-5: General actions Thermal Actions
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EN 1991-1-6 - Eurocode 1: Actions on structures - Part 1-6: General actions Actions during execution
When designing a wall panel will also self-weight dominate variable load - wind. When
designing the roof panel will also dominate the snow load.
EN 1992-1-1 - Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures - Part 1-1: General reles
and rules for buildings
Eurocode 2 elaborates specific rules for concrete structures, in relation to EN 1990 and
EN 1991.
EN 1993-1-1 - Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part 1-1: General rules and
rules for buildings
Eurocode 3 elaborates specific rules for steel structures, in relation to EN 1990 and EN
1991.
EN 1995-1-1 - Eurocode 5: Design of timber structures - Part 1-1: General - Common
rules and rules for buildings
Eurocode 5 elaborates specific rules for timber structures, in relation to EN 1990 and EN
1991.
EN 1996-1-1 - Eurocode 6: Design of masonry structures - Part 1-1: General rules
for reinforced and unreinforced masonry structures
Eurocode 6 elaborates specific rules for masonry structures, in relation to EN 1990 and
EN 1991.
ETAG 001 - Metal Anchors for Use in Concrete

2.1.2

Lifetime

According to EN 1990 is the design life divided according to the type of construction
(buildings) - see next table.
In our case, we recommend to consider a design life category 2.
Table 2.2
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Indicative design working life

2.1.3 Speed of assembly
-

2.1.4

our idea is: The Anchor is separate, fixed in advance. The second step is fixing the
components.

Rectification

-

provides pre-installed anchors

-

According to the surfaces – rectification in 1D (unlikely), 2D or 3D is required

2.2 Base Material
•

Reinforced concrete

•

Brick full (perforated)

•

Timber

•

Others?

2.3 Existing systems
Currently there are many manufacturers of anchoring systems. The use depends on the
base material and required rectification.

2.3.1 Pin connectors
-

Mechanical anchors (concrete, brick)

-

Chemical anchors (concrete, brick)

-

Screws (timber)

-

Special anchors

2.3.2 Anchoring elements
There are metal (or composite) elements, allowing rectification in different directions.
Rectification in 1D (2D):
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Rectification in 2D, 3D:

Rectification in 3D (Envilop system, anchoring only to the ceiling structures):
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Rectification in 3D (Hofheim, Germany, anchoring across the surface):
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2.4 Suggested solution
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-

Steel elements

-

Mechanical or chemical fixing to base material

-

Connectors are located in the surface of facade (not only to the ceiling structures)

-

Rectifications in 3D

3 Airtightness of prefabricated modules
A modular system consisting of prefabricated modules that are added to a façade of an
existing building needs to have airtight joints and other details.

3.1 Motivation
There are multiple (overlapping) reasons for requesting airtightness of building envelopes:








Moisture safety
o

In winter season preventing the indoor wet air to get into the structure –
convection of the wet indoor air through the structure may result into an
interstitial condensation during the cold season causing a risk of moisture
damage

o

In summer season preventing the outdoor wet air to get to the colder
structure

Energy efficiency
o

Preventing leakage of indoor conditioned air from the building in order to
avoid an excessive heat loss during the heating season

o

Preventing outdoor non-conditioned air getting into the building in order to
reduce the risk of summer overheating or to avoid an extra energy demand
for cooling if the building is equipped with a cooling system

Comfort
o

In winter season preventing flows of outdoor cold air that are unpleasant to
people in the building

o

Preventing low internal surface temperatures – excessive infiltration of cold
external air may lower the temperature of the internal surface

o

Preventing propagation of odors through the leaks in the structure

Fire safety
o



Preventing propagation of fire or smoke through the leaks in the structure

Acoustics
o

Preventing propagation of airborne noise through the leaks in the structure



3.2 Requirements
There are three levels of requirements for the airtightness:
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Airtightness of a whole building (tested by blower door test onsite, the
requirements are often defined at national level in technical standards, building
code or energy efficiency programs)



Airtightness of modular façade as a whole (measured air leakage through specific
area of a façade)



Airtightness of panel joints (measured air leakage through specific length of joint)

3.3 Critical elements and details
These critical elements and details usually need to be properly designed for airtightness:


Airtightness of modules’ bodies
o

Airtightness of the main air barrier layer

o

Airtightness of joints inside modules

o

Air tightness of integrated windows and doors

o

Penetrations through modules – airtightness of wiring, piping or structural
elements led through the structure



Air tightness of modules’ joints



Air tightness of interface between modules and existing structure
o

Joint of module with existing wall

o

Joint of module with existing window or door frame

3.4 Typical solutions for airtightness
3.4.1 Airtightness of the main air barrier layer
As main air barrier layers in light envelope structures are usually used:


OSB boards



Solid wood (CLT panels)



Plastic membranes (typically foils made of polyethylene)



Wax papers



Metal sheets



Metallic foils (typically aluminium)



Plasters



Other materials)

The main challenges are:


avoid / limit the problems with poor airtightness of OSB



protection against damage during transport and in-situ works



robustness, durability

3.4.2 Airtightness of joints inside modules
The joints inside the modules are usually treated by:
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Expansion tapes



Airstop tapes



Gluing



Fillers



Rubber elements (gaskets)



Mastics (sealants)

•

Expansion foams

•

quality of workmanship

Figure 3.1 Sealing of OSB boards by airstop tape; Joining of airtight foils by tape; Expansion tape

Figure 3.2
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Gluing of structural joints; Glued joint with a mastic.

The main challenges are:
•

limit the number of joints

•

durability of products (tapes, glues)

•

quality of workmanship

3.4.3 Air tightness of integrated windows and doors
Typical solutions for sealing the joint between modules structure and integrated window or
door frames are:
•

Airtight tapes

•

Airtight PU foams

•

Expansion tapes

•

System solutions

Systemic solution

Figure 3.3
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Example of a systemic solution by [illbruck]

Figure 3.4

Application of airtight foam between window and wall [Soudal]

Figure 3.5

Various tapes for airtight joints of window and door frames

The main challenges are:
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Panels supplied with windows



Simple solutions for window fastening in factory



Workmanship quality



Watertightness (sill)

3.4.4 Penetrations through modules – airtightness of wiring, piping or
structural elements led through the structure
The typical solutions for airtight penetrations are:
•

Sleeves

•

Grommets

•

Gaskets

•

Plastic sealants (butyl tapes)

•

Mastics (sealants)

•

Expansion foams

Figure 3.6

Various solutions for airtight penetrations

The main challenges are:
•

limit the number of penetrations / avoid penetrations

•

prefer airtightening of penetrations in factory / avoid airtightening in-situ

•

system solutions – defined number and position of building services network

Figure 3.7
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Problematic detail of multiple cables penetrating wall

3.4.5 Air tightness of modules’ joints
Typical solutions comprise:


tapes



mastics



rubber/EPDM profiles



glues

Figure 3.8

Special EPDM profiles and aluminium profiles with grooves (detail from envilop).

The main challenges are:
•

Watertightnes

•

avoid the air- and water tightening works in-situ

•

provide air- and watertightness by assembling the panels

•

Use of solutions for systems of curtain walls – purpose-provided, system rubber
gaskets (protection of wood against penetrating water)

3.4.6 Joint of module with existing wall
Typical solutions are:
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•

Tapes

•

Foils

•

Plaster–tape

•

Expansion tapes

•

Airtight PU foams

4 Hydraulic connectors and ductwork connectors
Main purpose of the hydraulic connectors is to create a solid pipeline which can resist to
the fluid flow, pressure, temperature and chemical substances during the pipeline lifetime
period. Pressure level and fluid temperature depends on function of pipeline. For example,
pipeline connected to solar thermal panels have to resist higher pressure and temperature
level than pipeline for domestic hot water. For the purpose of the modular renovations the
main types of use would be piping for hot water heat distribution system; for cooling
system for summer periods; or for collection of energy from building-integrated or buildingattached solar thermal collectors.

4.1 Connectors
4.1.1 Hydraulic connectors
Proper function of hydraulic pipelines and connectors is usually tested by leaking test or
pressure test. These tests can determine that the pipeline and connectors are suitable for
designed purpose. Functionality of connectors is required during the whole lifetime period
of pipeline.
Demands for hydraulic connectors depend on pipeline function. Basic demands for
pipelines and connectors are shown in Table for different pipeline functions. Maximum
operating pressure in pipelines usually depends on expansion valve setting or maximum
allowed pressure in individual devices like pumps, heat emitters, plumbing fixtures etc.
and operating temperature.
Table 4.1

Typical demands for pipelines and connectors according to pipeline function
(values are only approximate).
Drinking
water

Domestic
hot water

Heating
water

Cooling
water

Pipelines for
solar
thermal
collectors

Maximum operating temperature

-

49-60 °C

60-80 °C

-

90-200 °C

Minimum operating temperature

2 °C

-

-

0 °C

-

0.7 MPa

0.7 MPa

0.6 MPa

0.6 MPa

1.0 MPa

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Maximum operating pressure
Biosafety

Some requirements like tightness, small thermal expansion, abrasion resistance or friction
pressure loss are similar for all functions of pipelines. Important requirement for hydraulic
connectors is tightness. Connector should not leak at maximum operating pressure to
prevent moistening of surrounding constructions.
Requirement for thermal expansion depends on temperature difference between designed
operating temperature and fluid temperature out of operation mode. Unwanted thermal
expansion can be also compensated by installing compensators on pipelines.
Next Table shows properties of the most used pipeline materials and their possible
connections.
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Table 4.2

Comparison of pipeline material properties (Kopačková, 2001).
Plastics

Galvanized
steel

Copper

Corrosion

+

+

-

Incrustation

+

-

-

about 15
years

50 years

50 years

300 °C

200 °C

1.0 (1.0)
m/s

1.5 (1.6)
m/s

1.2 (3.0) m/s

-

-

+

Yes

Yes

Lower

8.0 g/cm3

8.9 g/cm3

1.30 g/cm3

0.92 g/cm3

0.95
g/cm3

0.012
mm/(m.°C)

0.017
mm/(m.°C)

0.08
mm/(m.°C)

0.18
mm/(m.°C)

0.15
mm/(m.
°C)

+

+

-

Threaded,
welded,
flanged

Threaded,
welded

Plastic or metal connection elements
(pressed, threaded, welded, bonded)

Durability

PVC

PE

PEX

60 °C
Optimal temperature range
Fluid velocity
Recommended (maximum)
Flexibility
Noise transmission
Weight (approximate)
Thermal expansion (variable
for different types of plastics)
Electrical conductivity
Connections

60 °C

(short time
100 °C)

70 °C

Good thermal insulation of pipelines and connectors is also important to decrease thermal
losses and for cooling and drinking water pipelines to prevent vapour condensation on the
pipeline surface.

4.1.2 Ductwork connectors
Ductworks in the modular retrofitting systems can be used for air supply and air outlet of
mechanical ventilation or heating systems. Requirements for ductwork are usually lower
than requirements for hydraulic pipelines in terms of tightness, because the operating
pressure and temperature are lower. On the other hand, ductwork has to be cleanable
and the diameters of ductwork are usually much bigger than hydraulic pipelines, so it is
not favourable to use the same materials and connectors as for the hydraulic connectors.
The most used materials for ductwork are galvanized steel elements, flexible aluminium
hoses or plastics. Next table shows properties of different materials for ductwork.
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Table 4.3

Comparison of ductwork material properties.
Galvanized steel

Flexible
aluminium
hoses

Plastics

Corrosion

+

+

-

Incrustation

+

-

-

about 15 years

35-40 years

50 years

Durability
Fluid velocity [m/s]

2-10

Recommended (maximum)
Flexibility

-

+

-

Mechanical resistance

+

-

+

Yes

Lower

Lower

0.012
mm/(m.°C)

-

0.13 mm/(m.°C)

+

+

-

Flanged,
threaded

Taped

Socket, bonded,
welded

Noise transmission
Thermal expansion (variable for different
types of plastics)
Electrical conductivity
Connections

Operating temperature of delivered air in ductwork is usually in range from 15 °C to 45 °C.
Temperature of delivered air depends on heating or cooling demand and flowrate of
delivered air. Maximum common operating pressure is in the range from 0.8 kPa to
1.5 kPa. Operating pressure depends on required overpressure which covers friction and
local pressure losses. Ductwork also must not contain materials which can intoxicate
delivered air. Typical demands for ductwork are shown in Table.
Table 4.4

Typical demands for ductwork.
Ductwork

Maximum operating temperature

35-45 °C

Minimum operating temperature

15-20 °C

Maximum operating pressure

0.8-1.5 MPa

Biosafety

Yes

Clean ability

Yes

4.2 Existing systems
Currently there are many manufacturers of pipelines and ductwork connectors and they
provide wide range of material and technical solutions in various price ranges. Connectors
are basically divided into the two groups – permanent and demountable connectors.

4.2.1 Permanent connectors
In permanent connectors a disconnection thereof causes its damage of. The common
types of permanent connectors are represented by socket bonded, welded and pressed
connectors.
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4.2.1.1 Socket bonded connectors
Socket bonded connectors are used for drainage systems of water supply systems.
Standard materials for bonding is PVC or ABS. Other materials like PE or PP has to be
technologically adjusted. Final connector’s mechanical properties depend especially on
physical and chemical properties of connected materials and adhesive.
Adhesives are divided according to their water resistance ability, consistence,
solidification process or thermal properties. During the bonding process three factors are
important – temperature, pressure and time.
Before applying adhesive, the surface must be cleaned and roughened. Connection has
to be made at surrounding temperatures from 15 °C to 25 °C. Time between adhesive
application on elements surface and bonding of elements has to be as short as possible.
Bonded elements have to be pressed to each other by hands.

Figure 4.1

Socket bonded connectors.

4.2.1.2 Welded connectors
Steel, copper or plastic pipelines can be connected by welding. Welding of copper is
similar to welding of steel but it is more difficult because copper has a higher conductivity
than steel. Minimum thickness of copper pipe wall for welding is 1.5 mm. Another possible
connection of copper pipelines is capillary soldering. One pipe is inserted into fitting throat
and both elements are connected by the melted tin solder.

Figure 4.2

Welded metal connectors.

Welding of plastic connectors can be divided into plyfusion welding, butt welding,
electrofittings welding and hot air welding. Only thermoplastics can be welded with
guaranteed strength. This type of thermoplastics welding uses special fitting which
contains heating resistance wire. Two types of electrofittings are available. First has one
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wire wrapped around whole diameter from one end to another, second has two wires and
it is used for example for T-pieces, elbows etc.
All welded surfaces must be cleaned before welding process. Welding machine has to be
set to correct welding parameters and connected to resistance wire. Welded surfaces
(inner surface of fitting and outer surface of pipes) are heated by electrical current in
resistance wire in electrofitting. The volume of welded materials is increasing during
welding process, so the pressure is increasing as well.

Figure 4.3

Electrofitting.

4.2.1.3 Pressed connectors
There are two types of pressed connectors.
1. Pressed connectors consist of two connection elements – shape fitting and locking ring.
Locking ring has to be mounted on pipe before shape connector application. Diameter of
pipe is increased by expander and shape fitting is pressed inside of the pipe. The locking
ring is attached over the shape fitting using a pressing unit.
2. Pressed connector is one element. Fitting are pressed with special tool. There is not
necessary additional shift with ring. This variant is probably faster than the former variant.

Figure 4.4
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Pressed connector type 1

4.2.2 Demountable connectors
Demountable connectors are connectors which can be demounted and mounted again
without damage or even destruction. Common demountable connectors are socket
connectors, threaded connectors and flanged connectors. There are also special
connectors like fast pin-connectors or pushed connect plumbing fitting, which are used in
special applications like distribution of gasses in hospitals etc.

4.2.2.1 Socket connectors with sealing element
Socket connectors with sealing element are similar to bonded socked connectors. Inside
of the throat of the first pipe is a rubber sealing element which provides tightness of the
whole connection. The sealing element has to be coated by a lubricant and the second
element is pressed into the throat of the first element.
These connectors are used especially for the drainage systems and materials of pipes
with socket connector are plastics, vetrified clay or cast iron.

Figure 4.5

Socket connectors with sealing element.

4.2.2.2 Slide-in coupling
Slide-in coupling connectors are similar to socket connectors, however slide coupling
connector is standalone element which is inserted into the end of both connected ducts.
Due to this they are used only for ductwork.
Slide-in coupling connectors are used to eliminate the accurate length cutting of ducts
which the ordinary socket connectors sometimes requires. It makes possible to use a duct
that is cut to a too short length – instead of having to cut a new duct to the correct length.
These connectors are also used to join two ducts that runs towards each other or to assist
when inserting or adding other product into an existing system. E.g. the addition of a new
piece of duct to replace a damaged part.
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Figure 4.6

Slide-in coupling connectors with sealing element.

4.2.2.3 Threaded connectors
Threaded connectors are plastic or metal connectors. Plastic connectors with the thread
situated directly on the plastic pipe are not used very often because of low strength of the
connector. Threaded connectors are mostly used on metal pipes. However, it is necessary
to add sealing into the connector. As a sealing teflon tape or hemp sealing can be used.

Figure 4.7

Threaded connector.

4.2.2.4 Flanged connectors
Flanged connectors are used for bigger pipes diameters. Creation of flanged connector is
relatively simple. Rubber sealing has to be placed between two flanges and then the
flanges are connected with screws and nuts. It is important that the rubber sealing is
placed precisely on flange to provide good tightness of connector and the screws are
tightened equally.
Flanged connectors are mostly used on metal pipes with bigger diameter and for higher
pressure level of delivered substances. Plastics flanged connectors are not used very
often.
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Figure 4.8

Flanged connector.

4.2.2.5 Fast pin-connectors
Fast pin-connectors are made of plastics or metal. Metal connectors are often used in
industry for systems which distributes compressed air, hot water or oil and they can
withstand pressure level up to 1.5 MPa and temperature level up to 200 °C. Fast pinconnectors are composed of male and female element with locking rings for connection of
the pipe.
Disadvantage of those connectors is a high price compared to other connectors.

Figure 4.9

Fast pin-connector.

4.2.2.6 Pushfit connector
Pushfit connector is pushed connect plumbing fitting. This type of connector is very easy
to install. Before installation the sharp edges on the pipe has to be removed and pipe has
to be clean. Thereafter the pipe is simply pushed into the connector fitting which includes
grab ring device for holding the pipe.
The pushfit fitting shall be installed on hard drawn copper, cross-linked polyethylene pipe
(PEX) or CPVC piping. The fitting can be made of lead free dezincification brass. The
fitting is mostly used in a potable water system or a hydronic heating water distribution up
to 1.37 MPa and 93 °C. Questionable is durability of the connector, which would be
extremely important when the pipes are to be built in the building façade. Most
manufacturers guarantee lifetime from 5 to 15 years, however there are some connectors
with 50 years warranty against material defects and workmanship.
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Figure 4.10

Pushed connector plumbing fittings.

The biggest problem in the terms of durability is the sealing element. These elements are
usually made of rubber and they often decay in few years because of negative influence
of high temperature and high pressure.

Figure 4.11

Pushed connector principle.

Pushed connectors can be removed using special removing key. Pressing the key against
the plastic ring at the end of the connector releases pressure of connector “teeth” and the
connector can be removed.

Figure 4.12
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Pushed connector removing

4.3 Usability of existing systems for More-Connect project
The connectors in the More-Connect project must satisfy requirements from Table 2 and
Table 4. They also have to be easy to use, which means that connections need to be
made without any special treatment during façade panel mounting. Long durability is also
necessary requirement for hydraulic and ductwork connectors. Usability of existing
systems for More-Connect project is shown in Table.

Usability for
heating water

Usability for solar
thermal collectors

Usability for
ductwork
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1.0

500 mm

No

No

Yes

Metal

80

0.5

630 mm

No

No

Yes

plastics

60

1.6

315 mm

Yes

No

Yes

metal

200

4.0

80 mm

Yes

Yes

No

plastics

60

0.5

500 mm

No

No

Yes

Threaded connector

metal

200

1.0

80 mm

Yes

Yes

No

Flanged connector

metal

200

4.0

600 mm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast pin connector

metal

200

1.5

1/8”

Yes

Yes

No

80

7.4

1/2”

Yes

No

No

Pushed connect plumbing
fitting

metal

93

1.37

2”

Yes

No

No

Socket bonded connector
Slide-in coupling connector
Welded connectors
Socket connector with
sealing element

Maximum
available
diameters

plastics

Connector

Material

Maximum
pressure [MPa]

Usability of existing connectors for More-Connect project.

Maximum
temperature [°C]

Table 4.5

Socket bonded connectors or socket connectors with sealing element are not designed to
withstand high temperature and pressure. They are commonly used for drainage systems
and they can be also used as ductwork because air distribution systems usually operate
at low pressure and low temperature. Slide-in coupling connectors are similar to these
connectors and because they are made of metal, they can withstand higher temperature.
They can be also up to 0,5 m long so they can be established before More-Connect panel
final assembly. Socket connectors with sealing element and slide-in coupling connectors
fulfil all demands for ductwork in More-Connect project.
Welded plastic connectors can resist higher temperature and pressure than socket
connectors, so they can be used for cold and hot water distribution or for heating water
distribution. They are technologically complicated type of connection. However,
electrofittings are very simple to use and they provide good connection quality, so they
can are suitable for More-connect project. Electrical resistant wires can be connected
outside of the façade panel and connection can be done after the establishment of the
façade panel.
Pushed connect plumbing fittings represents an alternative solution for electrofittings. The
biggest advantages are simple installation and their usability in combination with copper
pipes, so the system can handle higher temperature and pressure than plastic systems.
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Critical part of pushed fittings is durability of rubber sealing element. If this part of
connector is damaged, the connector starts leaking. Some manufacturers guarantee 50year warranty for their products.
Other types of existing connectors are not suitable for More-connect project because their
assembly is much more difficult or their properties doesn’t meet requirements for hydraulic
systems or ductwork.

4.4 Conclusions
According to the technical requirements for hydraulic and air connectors in More-connect
project, several conclusions can be drawn:
 It is necessary to minimize number of connections in the façade panels
 The best connection of pipelines is by connecting the pipeline material → welding
 Lifetime of connectors must be comparable with panel lifetime (15-20 years)
 Prefabrication of interior heating system installation is necessary
Suitable solution for the fastest heating system connection without special tool are
pushfit connectors (rubber sealing elements durability is weakest part of this
solution)
 Suitable solution for the long life heating system connection are pressed connectors
(without rubber sealing)
 Welded connectors could limit speed of installation
 Suitable solution for ductwork connections are slide-in coupling elements which
provides sufficient tightness and are easy to assemble

4.4.1 Heating and ventilation systems
Heating and ventilation systems are usually made in two different ways – local and central
systems. Both systems have advantages and disadvantages which needs to be
considered within More-connect project.
Local system – multi floor buildings
Local system will consist of air handling unit and heat source in every flat. All connectors
will be situated in the building interior, so the surrounding temperature is typically from
5 °C to 30 °C and fluid temperature is from 10 °C to 80 °C.
Advantage of this system is minimisation of installations in façade panels; disadvantage is
large unwanted impact to building interior and complicated assemble. Reconstruction
takes more time, costs will be higher and the use of local heating and ventilation systems
is not beneficial for More-connect targets.
Central system – multi floor buildings and family houses
Central system will consist of central air handling unit, central heat source and distribution
elements in the interior. Ductwork will take place in façade thermal insulation layer.
Installing and operating one or two vertical pipe with flat fire flaps in façade is complicated.
Protection against spreading of fire through ductwork has to be accomplished by
separating ductwork for all flats. Installation of separate ductwork is necessary also to
prevent spreading of noise between flats.
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Compared to metals, plastic materials are suitable as a ductwork because of no corrosion
risk. Plastic socket connectors are good solution because of its fast and easy assembly,
however fire protection parameters have to be achieved. Typical position of ductwork inlet
will be near windows in living rooms or bedrooms (through façade). Air outlet will be
situated in bathrooms (in current shafts).
Central energy source, ventilation unit and horizontal distribution systems can be situated
in the basement or in the attic. Vertical distribution systems will be situated in façade
panels. Piping and connectors have to be tested for surrounding temperature in the range
from -15 °C to 60 °C, fluid temperature is from 10 °C to 80 °C.
Piping and connectors must be equipped by prefabricated thermal insulation to minimize
thermal losses. Connectors will be situated primarily in the interior.

4.4.2 Building with central hot water heating systems and central air
ventilation systems
The main idea of this solution is to install central heater, central ventilation unit and
connect all flats by pipelines and ductwork in the façade panels. Connection quality of
pipelines and ductwork between panels is crucial to achieve proper function of the
systems without any leakage and long durability of the whole façade panel. At the same
time the connectors need to be easy to assemble to speed up the construction.
Another problem is connection of façade distribution systems to the interior. Any additional
drilling through original building envelope is difficult especially for larger ductworks. There
is also serious risk of damaging exiting electric installations, interior finish layers, wall
reinforcements etc. However, it is possible to use windows linings, lintels or reveals to
connect distribution elements.
Ventilation linear diffusors are ideal to install around the window in the interior site of the
façade panel while the new window is moved closer to the exterior surface in the panel.
Heating distribution elements can be connected through the window opening as well.
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Figure 4.13

Figure 4.14
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Connection of ventilation distribution element to ductwork in façade panel through
window opening and connection of ductwork between façade panels

Connection of heating element to distribution system in façade panel through
window opening and connection of heating water pipelines in façade panel

Figure 4.15

Front view on the panel installations (heating – pink, ventilation – blue)

Figure 4.16

Front view on the panel installations during construction

Interesting solution is to integrate hot water heating element to the ventilation distribution
element so the interior will be heated just by warm air. Big advantage of this solution is
possibility to control temperature individually using space thermostat.
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Figure 4.17

Ventilation distribution element with hot water heating element

For multi-storey buildings, the appropriate installation panels with distribution systems will
be used. It is effective to minimize number of connections in the exterior, so the
connections of distribution elements take place in the interior. For one-storey buildings
similar solution will be used however the distribution system and its connections can be
simplified.
Integration of piping to the façade panel means reduction of insulation layer thickness. To
achieve the same thermal resistance in whole area of the façade panel, it is necessary to
use materials with better thermal insulating properties in the area of piping (such as
vacuum insulation) or increase thickness of insulation layer.

4.4.3 Building with central warm air heating and ventilation system
Buildings with low energy consumption could be equipped only with warm air heating
system. This solution does not include hydraulic connections. According the room
position, supply air ductwork and distribution element can be placed in façade panel and
exhaust ductwork could be installed in the bathroom or toilet. Heating of bathroom is
realised by electrical heating system or by using DHW system for heating in special
application.
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Figure 4.18

Building warm air heating system – 3D

4.4.4 Suggested solution - connectors
Hydraulic connectors
The most suitable types of connectors for hydraulic application are:


Connectors between panels – pushfit connectors – necessary very fast
installation



Connectors inside panels – pressed connectors – limited space and tool could
be used

Pushfit connectors
Pushfit connectors could be used without special tool. Pushfit connectors durability
depends especially on sealing element quality. Typical piping material (heating, domestic
hot water) is plastic –PEX, PP or cooper. Connectors price is approximately 2-3x higher
then pressed connectors.
Producers of pushfit connectors are available only in some EU countries (08/2016) with
limited technical support. Some piping is not compatible with pushfit connectors.
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Figure 4.19
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Pushfit connector

Figure 4.20

Pushfit connectors between panels

Pressed connectors
Pressed connectors are supported by companies producing piping. There is available
different type of connectors with technical support, compatibility and lifetime guarantee.
Special pressed tool operation is fast and could be used in factory (prefabrication) and in
the building site (interior connectors).

Figure 4.21
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Example of pressed connector

Figure 4.22

Example of pressed connectors

Air pipe connectors
The most suitable types of connectors for air systems are:


Metal socket connectors and slide-in connectors



Plastic socket connectors (interior flexible ductworks)

One of the biggest problems with ductwork in façade panel is fire protection. It is
necessary to prevent spreading of fire through ductwork. Fire flaps are commonly used to
separate ductwork between fire zones but installing and operating them in façade will be
complicated and expansive.
Another problem is acoustics in ductwork. Spreading of noise between two flats through
ductwork can cause discomfort for users.
Possible solution is installation of separate ductwork for each fire zone. Ductwork material
has to be fire resistant to protect spreading fire into façade panel and walls of ductwork
has to be separated to prevent spreading of noise between two flats.
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Figure 4.23
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Connection of ventilation system – metal socket connectors

Figure 4.24

Connection for ventilation system – metal
socket connectors

4.4.5 Smart connectors
New connectors designed in the project are made with combination of tested connectors
from producers with sensors for checking the connection for water leaks. Panels with
thermal insulation and wood frame are very sensitive for the humidity and water drop and
sensors register this failure and inform the operator of the building. Problems with
condensation and rain water could be also registered.
This system could increase the lifetime of the panels and improve the quality of the new
building envelope.
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Figure 4.25
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Connecting of the connector with
moisture monitoring system

5 Electric and ICT connectors
From the electric point of view, we expect three main branches of interest.
-

Connectors for power electricity distribution (e.g. 230VAC/16A) – for panel wall
sockets and lights

-

Panel integrated PV systems (DC bus) enabling string the PV panels in serialparallel combination

-

Sensor bus and Ethernet distribution (Indoor sensor to control HVAC systems,
panel integrated sensors for structural health monitoring with communication bus)

The schematic of the panel together with suggested connectors is shown in following
figure. The suggested structure is stackable by using complementary sealed connectors
for PV, power electricity and data. There will be panel integrated wall sockets as well as
LAN sockets and temperature sensor/controller together with other sensors.

5.1 Electric power grid
The 230VAC power electric main can be integrated in facade panel. The constrains of
electricity distribution has to be taken into account. The connections between panels can
cause problems in terms of life time and possible electrical accidents.
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Limitations are:
 water in the panel -> leakage could create short cuts of the electric circuitry, or
cause corrosion of the metal contact surfaces resulting in contact overheating while
loaded
 possible overloading of the electricity wiring -> overheating -> possible risk of fire,
socket limitation
 number of connections -> increased demands on power -> overheating of
connections and wire
 uneven load on each phase of tri-phase grid. -> equal distribution of the load on
three phases.
These limitations form possible solution of the connections and requirements


decreasing the number connections



selecting the cables with excessive current capacity



permanent distribution of the electricity within the panels



increasing of the ingress protection (IP 44) of the connectors (up to IP67)

In order to keep low investment cost and reliability of the connections we identified
electricity connectors which are compared in table 10.

5.1.1 Cables in flexible conduit
A flexible plastic conduit will be prepared in the facade panel including the distribution to
possible wall sockets, light switches, data sockets or sensors. The cables will be
assembled in the wall box where there will be also a circuit breaker for lights and sockets.
The PV cables will be lead also to wall box to the junction box where it is possible to
configure required serial-parallel combination of the panels to meet input requirements of
the inverter.

5.1.2 Connectors between panels
Cables will be distributed and prepared directly in the facade panel (including wall plugs)
during a manufacturing process. If any panel contains any electrical component the panel
will have a connector which will connect the panel to the grid and to the electricity panel
board (ceiling or attics).
The suggested connector should be designed to handle high currents and load,
especially, when the electric grid is complex (e.g. block a flats). We recommend 5-pole
mennekes plug which can handle 16 or 32 Amps and connection is robust enough. A
waterproof configuration is also possible when humidity influence or other factors should
be considered. Suggested complementary connector is made in panel mount
configurations.
(http://www.sobel.rs/katalozi/mennekes/Industrial_plugs_and_sockets.pdf)
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Possible repair

Flexibility

+

+

-

Long

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

+

Very short

No

No

Installation
process

Overheating

+

Overloading

Type

Precision of the
placement during
installation

Comparison of solutions for the connectors of power electric net

Live time

Table 5.1

Flexible conduit
(cable passed through conduit
after installation)
Fixed installation/ Connectors
(cable prepared in panel)

5.1.3 Power cables/wiring
We suggest to use the standard CYKY cables with an appropriate diameter with respect
to load current. It has to be mentioned that the load of power wiring will vary with the
number of stocks and number of wall sockets connected. For transfer cables between the
stores we suggest 5x2.5mm2 copper CYKY wire which is not expensive and easy to
install and can handle 16A per wire. The three phase system is recommended and
sockets will be equally distributed among the phases U,V,W. Branches in the individual
apartments will be fused by circuit breaker which will be accessible from indoor side of the
panel in the wall box.
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5.2 Communication bus
The communication bus connection does not have so strict requirements. The majority of
the building buses are, in their principle, serial buses and therefore if we expect 8-lead
connectors/cables, a spare pins will be available. For example, MODBUS (based on the
RS-485) needs only four wires. The data bus will be used to:
-

Connect sensors and control panels to the controller

-

Distribute internet to the wall LAN sockets

-

Connect panel integrated sensors for structural health monitoring

Nevertheless, the panels will be assembled with sensors and thus an extra
communications could be required. The spare wire UTP or STP wire can be also used for
internet distribution in the apartments or for general use.

5.2.1 Connectors for communications
A possible constrains for the connector is the waterproof tightness. If a wet environment is
considered the selection of connector should be more specific. Otherwise, there is a lot of
possible connectors which would match the requirements (e.g. Molex). Sealed RJ45 type
is recommended in lead as well as panel configuration.
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5.2.2 Cables for communications
Eight-pin connectors will connect with UnshieldedTP or ShieldedTP (4-pair standard
ethernet cable). This cables will be used for data bus as well as for possible internet
distribution. Spare pairs in databus cable will be used also for low voltage distribution
(12VDC or 24VDC) for sensors and other microelectronic low power devices. Such cables
are easy to install with common installation tools and easy to connect.
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6 Fire aspects of MORE-CONNECT solution
In this chapter, fire safety overview of the MORE-CONNECT solution is divided into
several parts: Firstly, general building limitations are specified, i.e. on which buildings it is
possible to install MC panels and where it is prohibited. Then requirements for the MC
panels globally and requirements for a particular part, such as installation, are set.
MC panels in the point of view of Czech fire safety regulations are:
-

non-loadbearing external wall with combustible structure (called construction type
DP3, note: the worst of the types);

-

without proved fire resistance;

-

without proved fire closeness, so the whole façade must be taken into account
when distance separations (fire dangerous area around building where fire may
spread to another fire compartment or building) is evaluated. That means that
whole façade of fire compartment is assumed as burning and heat radiating;

-

with the danger of burning debris falling.

It also should be stated that MC panels and MC solution may globally connect flats
(separate fire compartments) with pipes etc. If passage through fire dividing construction
between two fire compartments is too big a danger of fire spread to another fire
compartment occurs. This danger must be eliminated with system seal.

6.1 Building limitations
In the Czech Republic, quite strict fire safety standards limit the use of MC wooden-based
façade solution. On the one hand, because it is non-loadbearing, its combustibility does
not affect the classification of construction system and it is not the primary limitation of
using it even for higher buildings. On the other hand, as the height of the building rises,
the stricter requirements are put also on the façade, such as less use of DP3 (wooden)
constructions.
One from all, for buildings with fire height (vertical distance between entrance story level
and the upmost utility storey level) more than 12.0 m, representing buildings with ca. five
and more storeys, must have fire barriers on the façade installed. A fire barrier is 90 cm
wide part of the external wall horizontally and vertically dividing fire compartments
preventing the fire from spreading to another fire compartment. All materials in the fire
barrier must be incombustible (reaction-to-fire class, euroclass respectively, A1/A2) and
its surface must not allow fire spread. Vertical fire barrier must also be installed between
two adjoining buildings regardless of fire height. With new Czech standard ČSN 73
0810:2016, it would be possible – in particular case – to install MC panel in the
position of the fire barrier. MC panel should be evaluated as ETICS (External
Thermal Insulation Composite System) and it should be tested in both mediumscale and full-scale fire test. If MC panel would meet the requirements, it would be
possible to mount it on buildings with the fire height up to 22.5 m.
On the other hand, there are also specific functions where the use of combustible external
walls is strictly forbidden. It is the functions where evacuation may be longer either
because of a vast number of evacuees or because of evacuation speed. MC panel as
designed therefore cannot be installed on facades of assembly buildings, such as
cinemas, theaters or shopping malls, and of hospitals or kindergartens. MC panel
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also cannot be installed on façade of protective escape way, mostly staircases of
buildings with fire height more than 9.0 m.
But even the rest might be limited. Bigger use of combustible materials leads to
problematics of fire safety and fire closeness. On the one hand, there is no requirement to
have fire resistant non-loadbearing external wall, on the other hand, there might particular
situations occur when reaction-to-fire of the envelope is needed. For MC panel, because it
is mounted to some incombustible fire resistant wall, in following situation requirements
must be applied:
-

The building has indented façade (e.g. with internal corners) and distance
separation of one fire compartment reaches MC façade of another fire
compartment. In this situation, at least 20 mm of incombustible material must be
installed on the surface with fire spread index is = 0.0 mm/min (Façade must not
allow fire spread).

-

Building and its façade lay in distance separation of another building. The same
requirement is applied.

-

Building stays close to another building and distance separation determined from
heat release of MC panel combustible parts is too big so it reaches the
neighboring building. For example, a façade of regular flat might have distance
separation around 6 meters. In this situation, a specific solution given by Czech
standards is not provided and fire closeness should be tested in fire laboratory.

As mentioned above, façade must not allow fire spread to another fire compartment.
Below 12 m of fire height, when fire barriers are not necessary, it is enough to have fire
dividing construction between two fire compartments. In most of the expected cases, this
division is secured by existing external wall which is insulated.

6.2 Vent connections
In the design, fresh air is supplied to flats through pipes in the MC panels. Wasted air is
drained out through collecting pipe in a corridor.

6.2.1 Single vent from MC panel to a flat
Because MC panel as designed is not a fire dividing construction, there is no
requirement to seal single passages going through the panel into a particular flat. It
would be nonsense to seal a pipe passage when surrounding constructions are
combustible, especially when the pipe does not penetrate existing incombustible wall.
There is also no requirement to use incombustible piping in this detail.

6.2.2 Multiple vents from air-conditioning machine room
On the other hand, more vents going from the machine room may be a possible risk of fire
spread from the machine room to the façade. Passage through the incombustible wall
should be also incombustible (metal sheet) and depending on the diameter of a pipe, a
fire damper may be installed.

6.2.3 Outgoing vent from a flat to a corridor
The outgoing pipe must be incombustible. Considering diameter of the pipe leading from
the flat (around 100 mm) there is no requirement to seal or damp this passage.
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6.3 Cable connections
Generally, cable connections have the same requirements as vents: cables in the MC
panel does not have to have special measures. System seal requirement of the cable
passage between flat and corridor depends on amount of cables.
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